SAFETY

Stop, Drop,
and Cower

FIRST!

hree simple actions could save
your life! Any time you are in the
presence of a government agent,
remember this RULE OF THREE:

T

 STOP — Any action can be considered
threatening by a government agent.

A guide to safe interaction
with government agents

 DROP — This allows the agent to
quickly gain control of the area.
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Mastering the principles behind these
actions will ensure that your interactions
with government agents are simple
undemanding, and pleasant.
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 COWER — There is no redress for any
“wrong” done to you: this is because
the action of a government agent is
always right, his judgment correct,
and his intellect unsurpassed.

Comprised of Many,
Performing as One
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ecause you are in the presence of
those so obviously your better, you
should render obeisance.

ever make sudden movements
around a government agent. Any
voluntary action on your part
can be considered Resisting Arrest,
Obstruction, or Disturbing the Peace.

N

ince a government agent’s time and
energy are far more important than
yours, and an officer’s convenience
is more valuable than your well-being,
you owe them the utmost deference.
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lways consider how to make the
government agent’s job easier. Do
your best to comply with every
request. Consider how much the
government agent risks every time he
dons his uniform. It is proper to show
this respect to those in authority.
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base yourself! You must realize
that your personal well-being
hangs on the agent's discretion.

here is nothing more appropriate
than to prostrate yourself in the
presence of the avatars of your
benevolent government's supreme will.
orever forget those obsolete notions
of the past: equality, civil rights,
legal standing and Constitutional
constraint on the government.
verything you were taught in
school is true. There is zero
tolerance, authorities are right,
permission is required for the simplest
thing, your needs and desires do not
matter: you are government property.
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ndeed, to show your proper respect
for government agents, you should
cower in fear. Plead for mercy from
these angels of the only god that exists:
the government.

I

elinquish your pride and dignity;
prostrate, appeal, and appease;
cower to those that are veritable
gods walking among you! There is
nothing that they do not know, your
guilt is evidenced by their mere
suspicion of you.
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ubmit! You are nothing but a worm.
There is no peace, there is no justice,
there is only our utter and absolute
domination of every aspect of your life.
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HOLDER

RIGHTS

Anything you say or don't say can and will be used
against you in a secret court operating above the law!

